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L Introduction
_ 
Nowadays, one of the demands for computer system is capability to process text
md natural language automatically. Consequently, the development of algolithms that
€nabl€ computers to do such task has been one of the great challenges. Hence, any
mbstantial progress in this domain will have a strong impact on numeious applicationi
r.nging from information retrieval, information filtering, and intelligent agentiJo speech
rcmgnition, machine translation, and human-machine interaction [ro].
Information retrieval is a task to retrieve relevant documents in response to a
qurr-s b1'measuring similarity between documents in repositories and the query. In
ryaen-t !'ears, the meaning of the term 'similar' between documents and query has beender oped. At first, a document is judged similar with the query merely bised on lexical
nnrtching sf the word between documents and query. Now, the term 'similar' is expandedb 6e meening of the query. It means that the query is not necessarily expressed in thedment, to come up with thejudgment that a document is similar with the query.
Tn_ this paper I'm going to explain how it can be done, that the query is not
ttrPt"ssarib e>rpressed in the document, in text retrieval. But before it, I'll briefly describe
re methods I used here. I'll close this paperby summarizing the explanation.
2- Theories
L Clustering
- 
Clustering is an assignment to group objects or elements by similarity. In
daument clustering, the objects are documents. It assigns each of the documenis in a
collection to one or more smaller groups called clusters. Based on an examination of their
uondE these clusters should contain similar documents. The initial collection is a single
S"t. After processing, the documents are distributed among a number of clusteis,
uhene ideally each document is very similar to the other documenti in its cluster and much
iess similarto documents in other clusters.
There are some algorithms can be used to do document clustering. In hierarchical
chstering methods, a distance measure is used to build a tree of clustei. When it starts
fnorn individual elements and ends with a single cluster, it's called agglomerative.
Cmt-ersely, it's called divisive when it starts from a complete collection and ends with
dryl€ objects. Single linkage, complete linkage, and group average are agglomerative
$-usFring which are differentiated by their definition of iimilarity between clugters.Single linkage defines similarity between clusters based on their most similar pair of
objects, whereas complete linkage will do the same taskbased on their least similar pair of
obiects, and group average will be based on the average of the similarities.
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Another clustering method is partitioning methods. It will divide a set of objects to
specific number of cluster. The k-means algorithm is a popular method of partitioning
methods which can be regarded as a hard clustering method, where each document is
uniquely assigned to a single cluster. When a document might belong to different clusters,
itcanberegardedasusingasoft (orfivzy) clusteringmethod. T}irefuzzy c-meansisan
instance of it.
b. LanguageModelingforTextRetrieval
There are two basic probabilistic retrieval models [r]. The first model is a
generative model of documents from queries, which uses the classical probabilistic
approach (Robertson and Sparck Jones, L976). It's supposed that a document is
generated from a query using a binary latent variable that indicates whether or not the
document is relevantto the query
The second model is a generative model of queries from documents. It's supposed
that a query is generated from a document, where a language model is estimated for each
document. The method of using document language models to assign likelihood scores to
queries has come to be known as the / ong uag e mo dekng appr o ach ltzf .
A sfcfisfical language model is a probability distribution over all possible
sentences or other linguistic units in a language [r+].
c. LatentSemanticlndexing
Essentially, every word is polysemous, which means has multiple meanings. But
at the other hand, there are many ways to express a given concept by a word, which makes
a word has synonym with other word. This fact of word brings a problem in information
retrieval, while a query expressed by a word is literally matched by words in documents.
This problem is tried to be overcome by latent semantic indexing (LSI). It uses
statistically derived conceptual indices instead of individual words for retrieval. The key
idea in LSI is to map high-dimensional count vectors, such as term-frequency (t0 vectors
arising in the vector space representation of text documents [$], to a lower dimensional
representation in a so-called latent semantic space. The ultimate goal is to represent
semantic relations between words and/or documents in terms of their proximity in the
semanticspace lrol.
d. VectorSpaceModel
The most popular famrly of information retrieval techniques is based on the
vector-space model (VSM) for documents [rg]. In the VSM, each document is represented
by a term vector with (transformed) frequency counts for term occurrences as
components. The two most important ingredients of the VSM are: a similarity measure
and a term weighting scheme to re-weight the influence of different terms [ro]. A
successfully applied weighting scheme is the TFIDF (term frequency inverse document
frequency'. While cosine function is the similarity measure which usually used. It
calculates the cosine of the angle between document and queryvector. .r
B. Explanation
Document clustering has been used in experimental IR system for decades. It was
initially proposed as a means for improving efficiency and also as a way to categorize or
classifu documents [g]. There is an underlying hypothesis in document clustering, called
Cluster Hypothesis. It's stated as follows: closely associated documents tend to be
relevant to the same requests [+]. Based on this hypothesis, combined with the use of
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.:rg;uage model approach, latent semantic indexing, and vector space model, we can
:'. ;:uome the problem of lexical matching in text retrieval, by means of clustering-based
:==jer-al using query-likelihood model.
The approach to cluster-based retrieval is to use cluster as a form of document
;:::'i,thing l3l-. Previous studies have suggested that by grouping documents into
:-lers. diffe.ett"es between representations of individual documents are, in effect,
;*,:,,:rhedout. Here,I'llusetheklmeansalgorithmforclustering. Belowisthealgorithm
_."
- 
Distribute all documents amongthe kbins, randomly.
: Compare the vector of each document to the bin means and note the mean vector
thatis mostsimilar.
" \Itrr-ealldocumentstotheirmostsimilarbins.
: lf no document has been moved to a newbin, then stop; else go to step z.
The general idea of query-likelihood model is to build a language model D for each
I -{ijr.€Dt itr tne collectionind rank the documents according to how likely the query Q
:.: :' j ha',-e been generated from each of these documents models. The most common
i:::: i:f. 
^ro.trei thatthe 
querycanbetreatedas asequence of independenceterms, and
-: I 
= 
:-rrery-probability can G represented as a product of the individual term probabilities
. - 
- - 
lt-e iate similar approach for cluster-based retrieval bybuilding langua_ge models for
: ;:ir then retrieve/r^ank cluster based on the likelihood of generating the 
_query [3].
-,-,--*;1gafi in the same cluster are combined and treated as if it were a big document.I.- :0,,, rre tle equation proposedby Liu and Croft:
, **-' 
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w'eCluster
: {,---.":,-.rer) Isthemaximumlikelihoodestimateofwordrointheclusler, P*('I4C"U)
i::::Nimumlikelihoodestimateofworduintheentirecollection, tJ (.,D) is the
:,:*:ef rftimesruoccursinthedocumentD, tJ (w,Cluster) is the number of times u
{:r:'-:.::i,thecluster,Visthevocabulary, and tJ(w,Cott) isthenumberoftimestuoccurs
(z)
w'eV
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Intheentirecollection. Both l" and B aregeneralsymbolsforsmoothing,andtheytake
different forms when different smoothing methods are applied.
From equation (z) we can see that the cluster model is first smoothed with the
collection model, and the document model is then smoothed using the smoothed cluster
model. Both of the smooth process is done at once.
The equation proposed by Liu and Croft are similar with the equation proposed by
Hofmann [ro], which is closely related to the LSI, that's Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis (PSA). The starting point of PSA is a statistical model which has been called the
aspectmodel [rr]. To quotefrom [rr]:
"..the aspect modelassumes that every occurrenceof a word in a document is
associated with a unique state zo of the latent class variable. This does by no
means exclude that different word occurrences within the same document or
occurrences of the same word within different documents can be "explained" by
different aspects. However, since latent class variables associated with
oceurrences in the same document share their prior probabilities pQ 
o , d ,)
fdenotes a document specific probability distribution over the latent variable
spacel, observation within a document get effectively coupled. By symmetry this
ilso holds for different occurrences of the same word. As a result of this coupling,
theprobabilities pQo,d,) and pQo,r,) [denotes the class-conditional
probability of a specific word conditioned on the unobserved class variable zo 1
tendto be "sparse",..."
Afterhavinglanguage models for queryand document, we measurethe similarity
between them using cosine function. But here, the original vector space representation of
documents is replaced bythe language models.
sim(dt,q)=H
ld|lnl
Based on the result of this similarity calculation, we can form a ranked list of documents by
putting documents from the first retrieved cluster at the top followed by those from the
second retrieved cluster, and so on.
4. Summary
To summarize, here is the algorithm of clustering-based
likelihoodmodel:
retrieval using query-
:j'
a.
b.
c.
d.
Organize documents into clusters using k-means algorithm.
Build the language models for clusters and query.
Calculate the similarity between language models of clusters and query using cosine
measure.
Rank the result documents by combining the documents in all clusters, begun from
the most similar cluster.
Lpfu,lo)' r(glcr"'t")'
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